
Suggested  6 Week Lead In Training Plan for TUH Charity Foundation Cycle 2019
Hi Guys, Hope the cycling prep. is going well for you all.This is a simple suggested  Training Plan, as a guide, which will easily ensure that,come 7th September 
you will be at a decent  to good level of  cycling fitness for the Charity Cycle. As a general rule, easy sessions should be easy,  and hard tempo sessions hard, 
 finally hard sessions should always be followed by recovery or easy sessions. This faciliates  both cycling fitness /improvements  and recovery into  the training plan.
If you can not commit to such a training plan, all is not lost, if you get out for ONE  decent session each week.
Decent would mean building distance and elevation steadily each week  (see session 2.  for the 50k and session 3. for the 100K)

50k Route Week  29/7/19
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Session 1 Mix of Hills and Flat 20k Easy-Steady on Flat WU/10k Hills a) 5 reps /CD WU/15k Hills b) 2* 6 min /CD WU/ 20K Hills a)/CD 20K Easy -Steady on Flat 20k Steady 
Session 2 Endurance with Elevation 25k-30k Easy 25k-30k Steady 30k-35k Easy 35k -40k Easy 40k - 45k Steady 50k Charity Cycle

Total Volume 20-40K 25-30K 35-50K 40-60K 65K-75K

100k Route
Week  29/7/19
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Session 1 Mix of Hills & Flat   Easy-Steady 40K  Easy- Steady on  Flat WU/20K-30K  Hills a) 6  reps/CD WU/30K-40K Hills b)4*6 min with 2 min recovery between reps/CD WU/20K-30K  Hills a)8  reps/CD WU/30K-40K Hills b)5*10 min with 2 min recovery between reps /CD 30K Easy Steady 
Session 2 Tempo Session WU/30k Tempo/CD WU/30k (3*8 min) Tempo   2 min recovery between reps/  CD WU/40K Time trial /CD WU/30k Tempo/CD WU/30k (3*8 min) Tempo   2 min recovery between reps/  CD Hills-Tempo 25k
Session 3 Endurance with Elevation (B-I) 50k-60k 60k-70k 70K-80K 80-90K Steady 70k 100k Charity Cycle
Session 3 Endurance with Elevation ( E ) 80K - 90k Easy 80-90K Steady 100k 90k Easy 80k  Steady 100k Charity Cycle

Total Volume  (B-I)
Total Volume ( E )
Index 
WU 5k Warm Up:  Easy pace, easy gearing and effort, and if you have a fitbit or sports watch (Garmin Tom Tom ) heart rate Z1-Z2
CD 5k Cool Down  Easy pace easy gearing and effort  and if you have a fitbit or sports watch (Garmin Tom Tom ) heart rate Z1-Z2
Main Set Main training  of session apart from WU and CD
Hill Reps Is either a) hills reps(perscribed on plan) ( of between 2-3 min of climbing on a gradient of 3-5 %  at a Tempo pace followed by a gentle cycle back down the climb for the next hill rep

                  b) longer  reps (perscribed on plan usually between 6-8-10-12 min per rep ) on undulating roads (flat and hills) with 2-3 min recovery cycling between reps 
Endurance Distance ,Elevation and Speed (within 10%-15% of targeted Charity Cycle Speed/Pace)
Cadence Is a complete peddle  cycle (both legs full cycle) measured as RPM (revolutions per minute), higher the cadence the easier effort use for WU/CD and easier efforts
Easy Pace here is as it says, easy pace with  little effort, high spinning (easy gears and high cadence) and if you have a heart rate monitor, effort is in Z1-Z2  aids recovery and muscle repair
Steady Pace here is as it says, steady pace with  more conserted effort, high-med spinning (mid range  gears and high-mid cadence) and if you have a heart rate monitor,  effort is in Z2-Z3 Miantains aerobic fitness and 80% of training done in this zone
Tempo -Hard Pace here is conserted  where you can feel the effort, but is confortablely difficult, and you know that the speed is fast. If wearing a HRM  this effort should be in high Z3 to Z4 no more  aids speed endurance and strength
Z1-Z2 etc Heart Rate Zones 
B-I Beginner - Intermediate Cyclist
E Experienced Cyclist
Any Queries just  email me Ian.ogorman @ tuh.ie or 087/2867747


